
Clirnbers' playgrounds-Europe

7 Sandstone rocks in Czechoslovakia Karel Heiman

There are several sandstone rock regions in E and N Bohemia. They are very
popular among the Czech climbers, for this is where most of them touch rock
for the first time and learn the art of climbing.

One of these regions i situated 100 km ·E of Prague between the towns of
Turnov and JiCin the western part being called Hruboskalsko and the eastern
one Prachovske Skaly.

The sandstone rocks were formed by water and wind erosion of an immense
layer of sand accumulated here on the bottom of a sea in di tant geological
periods.

52 Czechoslovakian rocks Photo: K. Hefman
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The rocks form picturesque groups called 'rock towns'. Only separated towers,
some of them as much as 50-60 m high, are used for climbing. Their steep and
overhanging walls, edges, cracks and chimneys offer excellent climbing.

The sandstone is, however, not so hard as granite, especially when wet after
rain. Special climbing regulations have therefore been established to save the
rock on the one hand and on the other to maintain the principle of free climbing
without any artificial means. It is only the climber's skill and his physical
strength which ought to help him to overcome gravity. Only the climber doing
the first ascent of a new route is allowed to place pitons, whenever the nature of
the rock does not permit safe belaying without them. The pitons, called 'rings'
and about 35 cm long, are cemented into bored holes and remain in the rock
for the followers. They may be used only for belaying and resting, they must
not be used as holds. Slings of rope are used whenever possible, a speciality is
a 'knot sling' put into narrow cracks and holding there only when pulled
downwards. Special rings for roping down from the top can be found on every
rock.

The routes are classified in seven degrees of difficulty, from I (most easy) to
VII. The last degree is subdivided into three subgrades a, band c, to enable
classification of the growing difficulty of modern climbs, VIIc being really the
utmost of free climbing capacity.

8 North-western France Edward Pyatt

British climbers motoring through France on their way to the Alps will
occasionally have interrupted their journeys to climb on the well-known rocks
at Fontainebleau or Saussois. The possibilities, however, are by no means
confined to these two-in fact there are many others with a wide range of rock
type and setting. In general, the French have far more rock to choose from and
their practice rocks tend to be higher and more extensive than ours, so that
visits to these various places can be very rewarding. A few of the possibilities
in Normandy and Brittany are listed below.

Clecy (25 miles S of Caen). The Rochers du Parc looking down on the Orne
give 40 routes up to 200 ft on conglomerate.

Iles Aux Pies (six miles N of Redon). There is a granite crag with fifteen routes
up to 100 ft.

Mortain (twelve miles S of Vire). There are two sets of quartzite -rocks-the
Rochers de Montjoie on the edge of the escarpment above the town and the
Rochers de la Petite Cascade below the town. The latter includes a remarkably
steep isolated pinnacle of 100 ft. The line of crags on the escarpment continues
for many miles looking out over a considerable plain. Eight miles away is la
Fosse Arthour, also used by climbers.

Mizieres-sur-Couesnon (seventeen miles NE of Rennes). Close to the bridge
over this river about a mile from the village is a granite crag with 25 routes up
to 80 ft.
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Saulges (twenty miles E of Laval). Lime tone rock on both ides of the river
give 25 route of up to 70 ft, caves al o.

Topo-guide by various section of the CAF are available as follow

Caen Section: Lecy. Fosse ATlhour (in preparation)
Rennes ection: Nlorlaill. Mbieres-sur-COUeSl101l
Le !VIans ection: Saulges

ea-cliff climbing has not been d eloped to the extent it has here, but climbs
are reported at the Nez de Jobourg (fifteen miles w \V of Cherbourg) and
Erquy and Cap Frehel (fifteen miles \V of Dinard). Further \V in Brittany there
are crags completely reminiscent of Cornwall; the CAF-Bre t climbs on the
Rochers de Plougastel (only six miles away) and on the Tas de Pois, the Cap
de la Chevrc and el ewhere in the Pre qu'iJe de rozon.

(I am indebted to :Vlonsieur Bourleaux of the AF for information which
enabled me to locate and vi it many of the above.)

53 The rocks at Clecy ill "ormalldy Photo: Edward Pyatt
54 Climbing at tby near GOlhenbllrg Photo: D. Roto"nick



9 Practice crags in Scandinavia

Hiiggsta (See Al 77 187).
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Robin Barley

Kulleberg. This is an interesting rocky peninsula about twelve miles N of
Halsingborg and in fact is virtually the only climbing ground in the S tip of
Sweden and Denmark. There are many short pleasant climbs on the sunny S

shore, mostly 50-60 ft in length. Over on the more sombre N side, the cliffs
are much more extensive and give serious climbs up to ISO ft in length. Un
fortunately, it is heavily vegetated and has more loose rock-but there is much
scope for new routes on this side. In previous years there has been gross
over-pegging here, but with the recent introduction of nuts, the trend is moving
towards harder free climbs.

Interesting routes on the N side are Kulleman Door (90 ft VS), Internationale
(120 ft VS), Round the Corner (120 ft VS), Riber's Tower Direct (80 ft HVS).
There are some rather impressive zawns, arches and stacks on this side and the
area is much frequented by fishermen and Scuba divers.

The whole peninsula is a nature reserve, and a small entrance fee is charged.
Camping is officially forbidden but bivouac sites abound. The Danish Alpine
Club produces a guide-book, and the climbers from Copenhagen are excep
tionally friendly and allow camping at their nearby hut.

Utby. This is a fairly extensive outcrop, only four miles from the city centre of
Gothenburg, unfortunately rising above the suburbs just N of the Gothenburg
Stockholm motorway. The situation excluded, it gives some of the best rock
problems in weden on an abrasive granite, with cracks probably created with
grit5toners in mind. Only developed over the last couple of years, it will
probably give the hardest rock climbs in Sweden, once the locals realise that
training for higher mountains is not synonymous with pegging!

Interesting routes are a vicious 25 ft layback crack at the wend (cp Insanity,
Curber) a trio of aid routes on the Central Wall, Robins Crack (120 ft VS) just
E of the hospital, and the big chimney crack Striptease (120 ft VS) at Partille on
the E extremity. The possibility of hard new routes is enormous and guide
book work is in progress.

In addition, some climbs have been made on the various sea cliffs on the
archipelagos of Gothenburg.

Trondhe-im. Conveniently situated for some of the best climbing in Central
'orway, most of the outcrops were developed by Ralph Hoibakk in the late

1950S and some of his problems are hard even by. most recent standards.
Korsvikke is a very convenient 80-ft limestone practice cliff down by the fjord
in Trondheim harbour. It gives several very overhanging pitches, both free
and aid, and is the meeting spot of university climbers on summer evenings.
Across the fjord, and forty minutes by car, at Inner Seines is a superb cliff
with the best climbs in the area. The climb The Heavenly Ladder (500 ft VS)
follows slabs into a classic diedre cutting the headwall of the cliff. The more
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difficult Milky Way (400 ft H\' ) takes teep crack ystems on the right wall.
Both route are Hoibakk's. There are many more un limbed cliffs both in thi
area and the outer i lands.

Trondheim is also a convenient centre for climbing on a grander scale, with
Romsdal only 4t hours by car to the w, and Innerdalen and Sunndalen rather
closer. In winter, ice climbing can be excellent at Snohetta and Sylene, although
rather longer approaches are required by ski. The whole area abound in
frozen waterfalls and gullies in winter.

Oslo. Kolsos is the local climbing outcrop on the \V limits of the city, and i
much loved by all Norwegian climbers.

55 The Rodlers de la Petite Cascade, Mortai" Photo: Edward Pyatt
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